MOU between Ariaian Young Innovative Minds Institute, AYIMI, and ...................(Affiliation Organization name here)

According to this MOU AYIMI and the ...................(AO name here) from .................... (Country here) come together to collaborate in ISAC Olympiad.

ISAC Olympiad

ISAC Olympiad, is an online international Art and Science competition for juniors, high school and undergraduate students individually or as a team work (2-3 students). AYIMI and ADIB institutes jointly in Iran, are the main organizers of this Olympiad. Students compete in identified groups in various offered categories every year. The rules and all related information are announced on AYIMI & ADIB websites (http://www.ayimi.org, http://adib.ayimi.org) by Local Organizing Committee (LOC).

AYIMI as an international institute is representative of different tournaments such as IYPT, IJSO, ICYS,…to promote active learning among young generation. Developing scientific tourism, building capacity from idea to manufacturing, communication with other national and international institutes and organizations are AYIMI main goals. AYIMI representative: Dr. Dina Izadi as the researcher and AYIMI Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

AYIMI Address: Unit 14, No 32, Malek Ave., Shariati St., Tehran Iran, Post Code: 1565843537
Tell: +9821-77507013,77522395, Email: info@ayimi.org

...............(AO name) description and full address, contact person).........................

..................(AO name) responsibilities

.................(AO name here) responsibilities

The parties hereby accept this MOU as follows:

Article 1: AYIMI Responsibilities

a- To put the ...................(AO name here) logo and name with the link of its website on the AYIMI website as partner in ISAC Olympiad
b- Any invited country is represented by one Affiliation Organization. Participants in a country can only take part in ISAC Olympiad by the ...................(AO name here).
c- To invite Jurors from ...................(AO name here) in ISAC Olympiad as scientific committee.
d- One of the best and received project from ...................(AO name here) is published in AYIMI international journal of Young Scientist Research (free).

Article 2: ...................(AO name here) Responsibilities

a- To display the logo of AYIMI with linking to AYIMI website and ISAC Olympiad on the (AO name here) website
b- ..................................(AOname here) is responsible to educate their participants and make them ready for ISAC Olympiad.

c- ..................................(AOname here) is responsible to register all participants from their countries and register them in ISAC Olympiad according to the schedule and all information on the website.

d- To encourage participants..................................(AOname here) will try to provide Trophy and Special Prize for one of the gold medalists in ISAC Olympiad.

**Article 3: Mutual Responsibilities**

a- Both sides will try to attract more participants and scientific members to promote ISAC Olympiad.

**Article 4: Dispute Resolution**

a- Any dispute or disagreement with regard to the interpretation implementation or application of this MOU will be resolved by mutual discussion between the parties without referring to any court or other third party.

**Article 5: Notice**

a- Any notice provided to either party pursuant to this MOU will be served either personally or by registered mail and email as mentioned above in AYIMI and ...................(AO) sections.

This MOU will be executed by the duly authorized representative from the last date and year written.

**Dr. Dina Izadi** (AO representative… ………..Here)

**AYIMI& ADIB Institutes** ( Affiliation Here………..)

**Chief Executive Officer (CEO)**

**Date:**

**Signature**

**Date:**

**Signature**